CHAPTER 13

Financial Issues
and Estate Planning

Goal for this Chapter
 To learn about a number of important financial related issues and ways to plan to provide
for your child now and in the future.

What You will Find in this Chapter
 Information about:
• Financial help available through the tax system
• Financial planning and the new Registered Disability Savings Plans (RDSPs)
• Estate Planning
• Considerations when planning financially for a family member with a disability
• Creating wills and trusts
 Worksheet 10 – Estate Planning for a Child with a Disability
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 A List of Additional Resources
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Our Journey So Far
 Many people with disabilities live in poverty or live on fixed incomes.
 While more people with disabilities are finding jobs, many still rely on government
programs for their income.
 In recent years the laws have improved so that people with disabilities can have more
assets and other sources of income and still receive provincial income support benefits.
As a result, the laws are clearer about what families are able to do to support their family
member who has a disability.
 Families now have different options for dealing with financial issues and for planning for
the future. These include using the tax system, establishing a Registered Disability Savings
Plan, leaving a home or setting up a trust.

Introduction
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Now we come to the exciting part of the guide (okay, so we exaggerate a bit).
While maybe not terribly exciting, financial issues and estate planning are obviously
important for families and their children with a disability. Families can have additional expenses
when raising a child with a disability and, sometimes, face financial pressures if one parent stays
home rather than goes to work. In addition, families want to make sure that their child will have
enough money to have a good life now and in the future.
Information regarding income support benefits for people with disabilities was reviewed in
Chapter 9 and will not be covered in this chapter.
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The Canadian Income Tax System provides for a number of important benefits and deductions
for people with disabilities and their families. Over the past several years, the federal government
has made improvements to the tax system.
Each year, the Canada Revenue Agency produces and updates a guide entitled Medical and
Disability Related Information (CRA document number RC 4064). People can usually get this
guide at their local Canada Revenue Agency Office or from the agency’s Internet site – www.
cra-arc.gc.ca (click on “Forms and Publications” on the left margin, then select “Client Group”
under “Listed By” and then on “Persons with Disabilities”). The guide is also available in alternate
formats for people who require Braille, large print, e-text, or audiocassette.
The benefits, tax credits and deductions include a number of important features that
primarily help to reduce the amount of income tax paid by persons with disabilities and/or their
families. Some of the current benefits, credits and deductions include:
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Financial Help Available Through the Tax System

Tax Credits and Deductions
• Disability Tax Credit (line 316 of Schedule 1 of your federal income tax and benefit return
and line 5844 of your New Brunswick return)
This is a “non-refundable” tax credit that helps to reduce the amount of tax paid by people
who have a disability. Non-refundable means that it only has value if it is able to reduce the
taxes a person owes. The DTC is available for a person of any age who meets the eligibility
criteria. A person is eligible for the Disability Tax Credit (DTC) if they have a “severe
and prolonged physical or mental impairment” that causes the person to be “markedly
restricted” in a basic activity of daily living. A Disability Tax Credit must be applied for
using the T2201 application form (available on line at www.cra.gc.ca/forms or by calling
1-800-959-2221). The DTC application form has 2 parts:
f Part A is personal information that is filled out by the applicant or his or her
representative;
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f Part B must be filled out by a “qualified practitioner” (medical doctor, optometrist,
audiologist, psychologist, etc.) who certifies
the effects of the person’s disability.
NOTE: Some doctors or other
Not every person with a disability will be eligible to
medical professionals may
receive the DTC. It will depend on the nature of the
not be willing to sign the
person’s disability and sometimes on the quality of
application form for the DTC.
the information provided by medical people who are
In this case, you may need
asked to certify the person’s disability. Some people
to ask for a second opinion
who have been denied the DTC have had success
to have the application form
completed.
when they have reapplied using a different doctor to
fill out Part B of the form.
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Once the Disability Certificate is obtained from the
Canada Revenue Agency, it continues to be valid for
subsequent tax years until the person’s condition changes.
It is not necessary to obtain a new DTC each year, unless
the CRA requests this.

HELPFUL TIP:
If your child is eligible
for the Disability Tax
Credit but does not have
enough income to use
it, a parent or caregiver
may be able to claim it
instead to reduce his or
her income.

• Disability Tax Credit Supplement for Children (line
316 of Schedule 1 of your federal income tax and benefit
return and line 5848 of your New Brunswick return).
If your child is under 18 at the end of the year and
qualifies for the Disability Tax Credit, you can claim an additional amount for the tax
credit. This credit “supplement” may be reduced if someone claims child care expenses or
attendant care expenses (as a medical expense – see below, or as a deduction on line 215).

• Transfer of the Disability Tax Credit (line 318 Schedule 1 of your federal income tax and
benefit return and line 5844 of your New Brunswick return).
If your child is eligible for the DTC but does not have enough income to use it, the credit
can be transferred to you as a caregiver. When you can claim an amount for a dependent
adult or child on lines 305, 306 or 315 of the federal tax form, then your child can transfer
the DTC to you. This includes any DTC Supplement for Children as discussed above. This
can result is significant tax savings for families.
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• Medical Expense Tax Credit
This also a non-refundable credit that you are able to claim for medical expenses that you
have paid for your child or another relative who is dependent on you for support. You are
able to claim for the full amount of medical expenses you paid less any amount for which
have been reimbursed (for example from a private insurance company).
This credit covers a variety of expenses that people with disabilities or their families may
incur, including attendant care expenses, voice recognition software, food for special diets,
sign language interpreters, payments for vehicle adaptations, special equipment, and travel
costs to access specialized medical care. For a full list of eligible medical expenses see the
Medical and Disability Related Information guide available from the Canada Revenue
Agency.
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• Infirm Dependent Tax Credit (line 306 Schedule 1 of your federal income tax and benefit
return and line 5820 of your New Brunswick return).
This is another non-refundable tax credit. It applies if your adult child with a disability
(18 or over) is living in your home and is dependent on you for support. If you or another
person is claiming the Caregiver Tax Credit for your child (line 315) then you will not be
able to claim this credit.
• Caregiver Tax Credit (line 315 of Schedule 1 of your federal income tax and benefit return
and line 5840 of your New Brunswick return).
You can claim this non-refundable tax credit if your child is 18 or over and you are his or
her primary care giver. Your tax package contains federal and provincial “worksheets” that
you can use to find out how much you can claim.

• Disability Supports Deduction (line 215 of your T1 general income tax and benefits return).
This deduction allows people with disabilities to claim expenses for personal attendant care
and other disability supports expenses that were used to go to school or work. However, the
person cannot claim this deduction if he or she or someone else (such as a parent) claims
these expenses as medical expenses for the
The income tax system
Medical Expense Tax Credit.
can be complicated. If
you are unsure of what
kind of benefits, credits,
Tax Benefits
or deductions that you
Tax Benefits provide direct payments from the federal
or
your child may qualify
government to families who have children who are younger.
for, talk to a counsellor
They generally are given to people who apply and qualify and
at the Canada Revenue
who have filled out their income tax forms.
Agency or an accountant
who assists people in the
preparation of income
tax returns.
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• Child Care Expenses Deduction (line 214 of your T1 general income tax and benefits
return).
This is a deduction rather than a credit meaning that whatever you can claim reduces the
amount of income on which you have to pay tax. You can claim expenses for child care you
paid to work, go to school, run a business or do research. There are special provisions for
child care expenses for children who have a disability. You need to calculate your amount
using the federal form T778.
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• Universal Child Care Benefit
This is a “universal” benefit which means that your eligibility to receive it does not depend
on how much money you earn. It pays $100 per month for every child you have under the
age of 6. You do not to apply for the benefit if you are already receive the Canada Child Tax
Benefit or have already applied for the Canada Child Tax Benefit. Otherwise you have to
apply to receive using the federal government form RC66.
• Canada Child Tax Benefit
This benefit provides a monthly cheque to families who have children under 18 years of age.
The amount that you receive will depend on your family’s net income from the previous
year. In order to receive this benefit you and your spouse have to file an income tax return.
To apply for this benefit you need to fill out form RC66 that you can get by calling the
Canada Revenue Agency or from the CRA website www.cra.gc.ca/forms.
• Child Disability Benefit
In addition to the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB) you may also be able to receive the
Child Disability Benefit. This will be paid as a supplement to the CCTB if your child who
has a disability is eligible to receive the Disability Tax Credit.
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Registered Disability Savings Plans
In 2008, the government of Canada established a new tax deferred savings plan for people with
disabilities. Registered Disability Savings Plans (RDSPs) provide opportunities for parents and
others to make contributions and for people with disabilities to receive government grants and
bonds. NBACL has a detailed resource booklet for families who are interested in using an RDSP
to plan for their child’s future security. Contact the NBACL
Note: An important
office in Fredericton to obtain a free copy.
principle of law is
that people who are
Who is Eligible?
adults (age 19 or older
A person can be a “beneficiary” of an RDSP if they are:
in New Brunswick)
• A resident of Canada; and
are presumed to
be competent until
• Eligible to receive the federal Disability Tax Credit
proven
otherwise. If
(DTC) – see the information above under tax credits
you believe that your
and deductions.
child is able to sign an
agreement to open an
Who Can Open an RDSP?
RDSP you may have to
If the beneficiary is a minor, a parent or legal guardian can
remind people that he
open an RDSP and become the ‘holder’ of the plan. If the
or she is presumed to
be competent to do so.
beneficiary is an adult, he or she can open an RDSP and
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become the holder of the plan. If, however, the beneficiary is an adult but not considered
‘competent’ to enter into a contract then:
• A person who is a legal representative of the beneficiary (for example, the beneficiary’s
Power of Attorney or court appointed guardian) can open the RDSP and be the plan’s holder;
or
• Until the end of 2016, the parent(s), spouse or common-law partner of an adult who is
unable to enter into a contract are be able to open and become the holder of an RDSP (this
temporary measure has been put in place to allow each province to make its own laws on
opening RDSPs for adults who cannot do this for themselves).
Contributions to RDSPs
Each RDSP will have a $200,000 lifetime contribution limit. With the holder’s written
consent, anyone can make a contribution for a beneficiary under an RDSP. There is no
annual limit on contributions and contributions can be made until the year in which the
beneficiary turns 59.
Canada Disability Savings Grant
The Canada Disability Savings Grant will provide a federal contribution to assist families
and individuals to save for the future. Grants will be greater for families or individuals in the
lower and middle-income categories. For plan beneficiaries who are 19 and over, the relevant
income will be that of the beneficiary and his/her spouse or common law partner. This means
that the income of parents will not be considered when deciding the amount of the grant.
Here are some rules about the Disability Savings Grant:
• The Grant can be received until the year the plan beneficiary turns 49;
• The maximum federal lifetime Grant contribution will be $70,000;
• Grants will not be considered part of the $200,000 contribution limit;
• Beneficiaries must wait 10 years after the last Grant is received to avoid
repayment rules (see the section below on withdrawals and payments).
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Canada Disability Savings Bond
The Canada Disability Savings Bond is an amount of money that the federal government
will pay into an RDSP that will not require any contributions. All that will be necessary is to
have an RDSP in place and a yearly application to receive the bond. It will provide a federal
contribution of $1000 to an RDSP when family or individual yearly income falls under a
certain amount that is established each year. The Bond will be phased out gradually for
families or individuals whose income is above the yearly limit. As with the Disability Savings
Grants, when the plan beneficiary is 19 or older, it is his or her yearly income and not the
parent’s income that will be considered.
Here are some rules about the Disability Savings Bond:
13.9
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• The Bond will have a $20,000 lifetime limit and can be received until the year
the beneficiary turns 49;
• Bonds will not be considered part of the $200,000 contribution limit;
• Beneficiaries must wait 10 years after the last Bond is received to avoid
repayment rules.
Withdrawals/Payments from an RDSP
There are two types of payments that can be made from an RDSP:
• Disability Assistance Payments (DAPs). These are discretionary withdrawals from the
RDSP to the beneficiary, which can be made at any time.
• Lifetime Disability Assistance Payments (LDAPs). These are annual withdrawals that must
begin by the age 60 (but you can choose to begin these payments earlier). Once started,
LDAPs must continue to be paid at least once per year until the beneficiary passes away or
the plan is closed.
Payments from an RDSP are also affected by the following situations:
• If the RDSP has no government contributions (from grants and bonds);
• If there are more personal contributions than government contributions; and
• If there are more government contributions (from grants and bonds) than personal
contributions.
Refer to the NBACL resource booklet for further details on these payment rules.
In addition, the following rules and conditions apply to payments from RDSPs:
• The money in an RDSP can be used for any purpose.
• Only the beneficiary (or a person who is a legal
representative of the beneficiary) will be permitted to
receive payments from the plan.
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• Withdrawals from an RDSP does not affect a person’s eligibility for federal benefits such
as the Canada Child Tax Benefit, the Goods and Services Tax credit, Old Age Security, or
Employment Insurance.
• Earnings accumulate tax-free until you take money out of your RDSP.
• The grant, bond and investment income earned in the RDSP will be included in the
beneficiary’s income for tax purposes when paid out of the RDSP. Original contributions to
the RDSP will not be included in the beneficiary’s income for tax purposes when paid out of
the RDSP.
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Impact on Provincial Programs
The government of New Brunswick has exempted the RDSP
as an asset for adults with disabilities who receive provincial
income support benefits. This means that the RDSP can
grow in value over time without affecting the amount of the
monthly cheque a person can receive. Once payments are
made from the RDSP, the person receiving income support
benefits will be able to withdraw $800 per month from the
plan without having his or her cheque affected. Lump sum
payments will also be exempt if they are approved by the
government prior to the withdrawal. If more than $800 per
month is withdrawn then the person’s cheque will be reduced
dollar for dollar for any amount above $800.
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Repayment Rules
The grants and bonds are intended to encourage savings and must remain in an RDSP for at
least 10 years to avoid repayment rules. Currently, whenever money is withdrawn from an RDSP,
or if the beneficiary dies or loses his or her entitlement for the Disability Tax Credit, all grants and
bonds paid into the RDSP during the previous 10 years must be repaid to the Government.
In 2014, a new ‘proportional repayment’ rule came into effect for withdrawals from an RDSP.
This rule requires that $3 be repaid to the Government of Canada for every $1 that is withdrawn,
up to the maximum ‘Assistance Holdback Amount’ (the total of all grants and bonds paid into
the RDSP within the last 10 years). Private contributions and investment income earned are not
affected by the repayment rules.
The original repayment rule (all grants and bonds paid in to the RDSP within the past 10
years) will still apply if the beneficiary dies or if the beneficiary loses his or her eligibility for the
Disability Tax Credit.

The government of New
Brunswick has exempted
the RDSP as an asset for
adults with disabilities
who receive provincial
income support benefits.
This means that the RDSP
can grow in value over
time without affecting
the amount of the
monthly cheque a person
can receive.

Estate planning is an important aspect of family financial and future planning. Overall, financial
planning is about reviewing your family’s financial situation, determining your financial needs
and goals, and deciding how you are going to achieve your goals. When you have a family
member with a disability, financial planning tends to address the goal of providing for your
family member today and in the future.
Estate planning is about deciding how you distribute your assets and provide for the people
who you care about. There are a number of important things to consider when preparing an
estate plan, especially if you are intending to support a loved one with a disability. Worksheet 10
at the end of this chapter will help you record some important information.
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Estate Planning
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Estate Planning Considerations and Options
You have several options for deciding how and when to distribute your assets:
• The most commonly known option is through a Will. A Will distributes your assets only
upon your death and has no impact on your estate until you die. Spouses should each have
their own Will.
• You can also distribute assets at the time of your death but outside of your Will. This
happens when you own assets jointly with another person who has a “right of survivorship”.
This can include assets such as a home, other real property, or a bank account. Upon your
death, the other person who has the “right of survivorship” will automatically own the
jointly owned asset. Your Will has no effect on the distribution of the asset.
• Another way of distributing assets upon your death (but outside your Will) is through a
beneficiary designation. This usually happens with assets such as RRSPs, RRIFs, insurance
policies or pension plans. A person who is named as a beneficiary will be entitled to receive
the asset upon your death.
• You may need to think about the consequences (e.g., the effect on government benefits and
the person’s ability to manage money) of leaving assets directly to a family member with a
disability using these estate planning options.
• A third estate planning option is the distribution of assets while you are still alive. This can
be done by giving “gifts” of money or other property to others before your death. It can
also involve establishing a trust for a loved one while you are still alive.
• Keep in mind that estate planning is a process rather than a one time event. You may use
a combination of the options discussed above. You should also be prepared to review your
estate plans regularly (for example, every 2 years) to determine if changes need to be made.
Additional Considerations when Planning for a Family Member with a Disability
When preparing an estate plan to provide for a family member with a disability, there may be
some important issues to consider, including:
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• How can an estate plan help to provide a good standard of living for a family member with
a disability?
• Will your family member with a disability have opportunities to earn an income and to
support him or herself?
• Will your family member be able to manage money or other property that he or she may
inherit?
• Will your family member need to maintain his or her eligibility for government income
benefits or other services? If so, how can your estate plan most effectively maintain and
supplement these benefits and services?
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Creating a Will
A Will is an important component of an estate plan. It is a legal document that only takes effect
at the time of your death. You can make or change your Will up until the time you die so long
as you are able to understand what assets you own and what you are doing with a Will (that is,
signing a legal document to distribute your assets).
Remember, a Will deals only with estate assets that have not been distributed through other
means. A Will allows you to appoint an executor who will look after your assets upon your death
and to give directions to your executor on how those assets should be distributed.
Before you use the services of estate planners/lawyers there are a number of things you can do
to be better prepared:
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• Will your family member need help with housing or maintaining a home?

• Prepare a list of your assets and liabilities.
For any family assets, you should record who owns them and how they are owned. Also,
make a list of assets or insurance policies for which you have already selected beneficiaries.
Your lawyer will need to know if you have named your family member with a disability as a
beneficiary of assets (such as an RRSP or an insurance policy).
• If possible, identify your executors and trustees.
You may wish to get some more advice on how best to select people for these roles and
whether it makes sense to use financial institutions, family members or friends, or a
combination of these possibilities.
• Identify how you would like to distribute your estate assets.
There may be a lot involved with these decisions and you may need professional help to
work out the details. You may want to give people (or charities) specific amounts of money
or other property you own or decide who should get a share of your estate.
A trust is a legal arrangement whereby a person gives assets (that he or she owns) to a trustee
to manage and use for the benefit of another person or a group of people (known as
“beneficiaries”). The trustees of a trust have strict legal responsibilities to hold and administer
trust assets, to follow the terms of the trust and to act in the best interest of the beneficiary or
beneficiaries. Trustees cannot use trust assets for their own purposes and must keep trust assets
separate from their own assets.
There are a number of important decisions that must be made when establishing a trust as
part of your estate plan.
• When to establish the trust?
There are two basic types of trusts that differ on when they are established. A living
trust is established while you are alive. To become effective, this type of trust requires
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Creating a Financial Trust
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creating a legal document and the transfer of assets to trustees. The benefit of this type of trust is
that it sets aside assets for a beneficiary at an earlier time. It also will allow families to oversee the
administration of the trust or even be a trustee of the trust. There are tax issues to be considered
when setting up a living trust. Income earned within these types of trusts is taxed at the highest
federal tax rate. There may be ways to limit the amount of tax that will have to be paid. When
setting up this kind of trust, make sure you obtain good advice from an expert in tax issues (for
example, an accountant or lawyer who specializes in tax law).
The second main type of trust is called a testamentary trust. This is a trust that is established
through your Will and only takes effect upon your death. This means that you can change the
terms of the trust while you are still alive. This type of trust also allows you to continue to use your
assets while you are alive. Currently, testamentary trusts are taxed in the same way as individuals.
This means that tax rates will depend on the amount of income that the trust earns each year from
investments. For most modest sized trusts, the lowest tax rate will be used.
Beginning in 2016, new tax rules will take effect. Most testamentary trusts will be taxed in the same
ways as living trusts (at the highest tax rates). However, the current “graduated “rates (that depend
on how much income is earned) will continue to apply to trusts if the beneficiary is eligible for the
Disability Tax Credit.
• Who will be the trustees?
Choosing a trustee or trustees is a very important estate planning decision. Your trustee will decide
when and how to use the money or other property you have put in trust for the benefit of your family
member. There are a variety of options for choosing trustees. You can rely on other family members
or friends or you can appoint a financial institution to fulfill this role. You might have one trustee
or two or more trustees. When you have two or more trustees (called co-trustees) they must usually
decide jointly about how to manage and administer the trust properly. You can also appoint alternate
trustees who will take the place of a trustee who may be unwilling or unable to continue to act as a
trustee.
There are a number of important considerations when choosing trustees:
f Your trustee’s willingness and desire to take on this responsibility.
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f The trustee’s relationship with your family member with
a disability. Generally, the trustee should be someone who
knows and cares about your family member.
f The trustee’s ability to manage and invest assets.
f The trustee’s knowledge and understanding of rules
regarding government benefits and services (particularly
if your trust is intended to supplement these sources of
support).
f Your trustee’s age in relation to the age of your family
member with a disability.
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Choosing a trustee or trustees
is a very important estate
planning decision. Your trustee
will decide when and how
to use the money or other
property you have put in trust
for the benefit of your
family member.

• What kind of trust will be created?
This issue requires careful consideration if you are planning for a family member with a
disability. Make sure you get good legal advice before you decide on how to establish a
financial trust. There are provincial rules that you may need to consider (for example, the
provincial government now allows people with disabilities who receive income support
benefits under the Extended Benefits Program to have up to $200,000 in a financial trust, as
well as some monthly income (up to $800 per month) from the trust, without affecting their
monthly cheque).
Generally, there are three kinds of trust options to consider:
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• What assets will be put in trust?
Again, there are a variety of options that you can consider for establishing a trust. A trust
can receive a specific sum of money, a share of your estate, proceeds from a life insurance
policy, or real property such as a home. A living trust will usually be established with a
specific sum of money or an identified asset. Testamentary trusts can be set up to receive a
share of your estate or the proceeds of a life insurance policy.

f An income trust.
This type of trust is designed to pay the beneficiary a regular income from a
trust. This kind of trust can be a useful way to supplement the income of a family
member with a disability. Depending on how much income is paid each month
(or otherwise), an income trust may affect the amount of money the person can
receive from government programs that provide income support benefits and
disability related services.

f An absolute discretionary trust.
An absolute discretionary trust (sometimes referred to as a “Henson” trust) is
a trust that gives trustees full and complete discretion to decide if, when and
how to use the trust for the beneficiary. Under this kind of trust, trustees have
no specific obligations and cannot be forced to pay the income or capital to the
beneficiary. A potential drawback of this type of trust is that the trustees may, in
their discretion, decide not to use the trust for the beneficiary with a disability.
• Who will receive trust assets following the death of the beneficiary?
In the event that the trust has assets remaining at the time of the beneficiary’s death, your
estate plan must indicate who will receive trust assets. Normally, the trust will be terminated
at this time and the assets will be distributed according to your wishes.
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f A support trust.
In this type of trust, trustees are given some specific direction to use the trust
to support and maintain the beneficiary. Trustees can be given some discretion
about how the support should be provided and how much money is paid from a
trust either monthly or more or less frequently.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Current rules in New Brunswick allow people with disabilities (who are certified
as being “disabled”, deaf or blind by the provincial government) to have assets in
an RSDP and a trust fund up to $200,000 without having income support benefits
affected. In addition, the rules allow for the person to receive up to $800 per month
from the RDSP and/or trust fund without affecting the monthly cheque from the
province. Other payments from an RDSP and/or trust may also be received if they are
first approved by the government of New Brunswick.

How this Helps People
with Disabilities
If, in 2014 a person with a disability had $800 per month
in income from a trust and/or an RDSP and received the
maximum amount under the Extended Benefits (Including
the Disability Supplement, he or she would have the
following monthly income:
$763 – Income from Extended Benefits
$800 – Income from a Trust and/or RDSP
$1563 – Total Monthly Income
Under this scenario, a person would have a yearly income of
$18,756.
In addition, under current rules a person receiving
Extended Benefits can also earn up to $500 per month from
employment without having his or her government benefits
affected (plus 30% of income above $500 (month)). Added to
the income he or she could have from a trust and/or RDSP
and government benefits, this would mean:
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$763 – Income from Extended Benefits
$800 – Income from a Trust and/or RDSP
$500 – Income from Employment
$2063 – Total Monthly Income
Under this scenario, a person would have a yearly income of
$24,756.
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Worksheet 10

Estate Planning for a Child with a Disability
1. If you were to die today, what would be the value of your estate? Include all
assets and life insurance less any debts that would have to be repaid.

2. Will you put any of your estate plans into effect before your death?

qYes q No

3. Have or will you set up a Registered Disability Savings Plan for your child?
If so, what do you believe that this plan will be worth when your child
starts to receive regular payments from it?

qYes q No

4. Are you aware of your assets that will pass outside of your Will
when you die?
a. Have you provided a designation of a named beneficiary with
financial institutions for your RRSP, RRIF, TFSA, pension plan or
life insurance policies? (If yes, these assets will pass outside your Will).
b. Do you own assets jointly with another person (for example, property
or bank accounts)?
(If yes, these assets will pass outside your Will if you are the first to die).

qYes q No
qYes q No

5. Who do you want to be the executor of your estate when you die?

qYes q No
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If so, what will you do?
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6. What assets do you wish to leave to your child who has a disability
(specific assets, a share of your estate, etc.)?

7. Will you be setting up a trust for your child with a disability?
If so, answer the following questions:

qYes q No

a. When will the trust be established (while you are alive or when you die)?
b. Who will be the trustees of the trust?
c. What do you intend to put in trust for your child?
d. What kind of trust will you use? You may require legal advice to decide this.
e. Will the trust be designed to supplement government income
benefits that your child receives or may receive in the future?
f.

If there are assets left in the trust when your child dies, do you want
the trust to pay for funeral and burial expenses for your child?

qYes q No
qYes q No
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g. If there are assets left in the trust when your child dies, who do
you want to receive the remaining trust assets?

8. Do you want to use your assets to provide a home for your child
with a disability?
If so, who will own the home and how will it be managed?
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qYes q No

Available from NBACL (free to families)
Estate Planning for Families who Have a Family Member with a Disability: an Information
Kit for Families
Estate Planning for Families who Have a Family Member with a Disability: an Information
Kit for Planning Professionals

CHAPTER 13: Financial Issues and Estate Planning

Additional Resources

The Registered Disability Savings Plan: Information for Families (2014)

Other Resources
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Medical and Disability Related Information, Canada Revenue Agency.
Available on-line at www.cra.gc.ca.
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